Data sheet

Service
pivot door

SERVICE PIVOT DOOR

Kavidoors service pivot doors are specially designed for pedestrian use in positive temperature
environments. Application in offices in the industrial, commercial and health sector such as
laboratories, hospitals, clinics, clean rooms and radiology to divide work areas or services.
services They
can be one or two-panel.
two-panel High level of thermal and acoustic insulation.

Options
Double key.

Panic bar.

Lock with the same key.

Airlock through electropiston.

Seal.

Control unit for lock system on several doors.

Door closers.
Electric opening by push button or command.
Retention electromagnets.
Lock with key and seal. Handle with keyhole
and air pump included.
Ceiling frame/embedded in the ground/
anodized.

Built with white lacquer aluminum profiles
for panel mounting with trim included or on
brickwork. It has an oval EPDM gasket to
achieve greater tightness, reduces noise and
the passage of air currents.
currents

2 panels
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Guillotine gasket to prevent the passage of
lower current.
Customization of the frame to the brickwork.

Panel

Frame

1 panel

Methacrylate sight glass with stainless steel/
rectangular aluminum oval porthole frames
in flexible EPDM rubber.

Compact 40 mm injection panel,
panel manufactured
in one or two panels made up of a perimeter
frame in white lacquer or anodized aluminum in
case the panel finish is gray or stainless.

Maximum beam width

1.2 m

Maximum passage height

2.5 m

Maximum beam width

2.5 m

Maximum passage height

2.5 m
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Fittings

Coatings

Anti-snag double curve stainless steel handle
and protection plate that prevents wear on
the door.
door It has a hinge made of stainless
aluminum profiles.
Lock included in all models.

Wide range of finishes to guarantee
maximum durability, even in the most extreme
environments: stainless steel badge, stainless
environments
steel, PVC, PP, BC…

Colors
We have a wide variety of RAL colors to meet
the needs of each client.
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1 Stainless steel handle.
2 Hinge.
3 Service pivot door detail.
4 Handle profile.
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Easy assembly

Functional features

Quick and easy installation. Pre-assembled door.

Optimal climatic, hygienic and
sanitary functional qualities.

Resistance
Corrosion resistance, even in extreme
environments depending on the finish.
High durability.

Customization
Customization to panel/brickwork regardless of
the thickness and the demands of the project.

Saving

Insulation

Savings in time and money.

High level of thermal and acoustic insulation.
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One sheet
FRAME = LIGHT WIDTH + 170 MM
COUNTERFRAME = LIGHT WIDTH + 190 mm
PANEL CUT = LIGHT WIDTH + 70 mm

500

1300 mm

PANEL CUT = HIGH LIGHT + 35 mm

FRAME = HIGH LIGHT + 85 mm
COUNTERFRAME = HIGH LIGHT + 95 mm

300

Two sheet
FRAME = LIGHT WIDTH + 170 MM
COUNTERFRAME = LIGHT WIDTH + 190 mm

FIXED SHEET

MOBILE SHEET

500

1300

HIGH LIGHT + 15 mm

FRAME = HIGH LIGHT + 85 mm
COUNTERFRAME = HIGH LIGHT + 95 mm

300

(LIGHT WIDTH + 14) / 2

(LIGHT WIDTH + 14) / 2

LIGHT WIDTH + 30 mm
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info@kavidoors.com
+34 960 619 719
Polígono El Molí, Partida El Testar s/n
46980 Paterna, Valencia, Spain
kavidoors.com

